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Don't panic over assessment tests
Donald Schliesman, interim
provost and vice president for
academic affairs. Students will
be prevented from registering
Students with 90-105credits for spring quarter, however, if
will not be prevented from reg- they haven't taken the test by
istering for winter quarter if then.
they haven't taken the interStudents are required to demonstrate they have maintained
mediate assessment test.
The memo telling students or improved their basic acathey need to take the test was demic skills through their
not sent out at the beginning of scores on the test. The test is
the quarter as planned, said very similar to the computer
by D.M. Schuirman
Staff reporter

and writing tests given to fresh- test. This accounts for test
men. The computer test is an anxiety or illness, Schliesnian
alternate test with questions said.
at the same level and was obIf scores are still below the
tainedfrom thesarneconipany. required level, students must
A writing testis also required. take remedial 100 level courses,
The same level ofproficiency is -but may retake the test before
required for intermediate stu- their remedial courses are comden ts
and
freshmen, pleted. If the test is passed beSchliesman said.
fore their courses are comIf students' scores are below
minimum standards, they will
Se'e TEST I Page 5
have a chance to retake the

BOD naines
legislative
lia'ison

Chimp lab:
Arbitration
delays opening
t9 January, ',93

by Michelle Miller
Staff reporter

by Katy Anderson
Editor

A lawsuit between Pacific
Crest Construction and Central is in arbitration.
Assistant attorney general
Teresa Ku1Iik, who is representing Central in the case,
said Pacific Crest Construction claims Central still owes
the compay money on the contract to build the psychology
animal research facility. Central claims the construction
was not done in a timely.manner.
Kullik said Central's main
goal is to find "areas of compromise" with Pacific Crest Construction.
Along with settling the claim,
she said there's more to think
about.
"Our main concern is to get
the building done," she said.
John Holman, director of facilities management, said Pacific Crest Contractors did not
complete the job and the chimpanzees can't be moved in until the uncompleted construction gets done.
Pacific Crest Construction
pulled off the job Aug. 14. At
that time, Holman said Pacific
Crest Construction had
claimed the job was complete.
The completion date in the
contract with Pacific Crest Construction for the facility was
set for Feb. 4, 1992, but because of complications this
completion date became invalid.
"There are a lot of things either
done wrong or not done at all,"
Holman said.
Facilities management is now
in the process ofhiring another
contractor to finish the job and
is taking quotes over the phone.
The finished project would be
completed with a small works
budget. Holman said the estimated cost is $25,000.

Gretchen Wippel

Joe Rose I The Observer

Central students Jessica Kaufman and Pat Stanton enjoy an autumn day while they still can.
According to forecasters, snow is expected on campus by next week.

Air Force ROTC earns national a'Ward
Central's Air Force ROTC
detachment was given the Air
Force Organization Excellence
Award for exceptionally meritorious service at a conference
in Montegomery, Ala., Oct. 1924.
Fourteen of14 7 detachments
were given the award nationwide. The .award recognizes
distinguished senicefromJuly

1990 to June 1992.
ored as the outstanding
"It's based on inspections, how AFROTC aerospace studies
well we run our program and instructor in the nation during
teaching," said Capt. Stanley the 1991-92 academic year.
Magryta, professor of aeroTate, who left Central last
space studies at Central. "One summer, also was awarded the
of our professors who just left Freedom Foundation at Valley
was given a national award." Forge's George Washington
Magryta referred to Greg Honor Medal for an essay comTate, former professor of aero- ,petition entitled "Price ,of Libspace studies, wh<> was hon- erty."

Central's student Board of
Directors named the legislative liaison who will be representing Central this coming
legislative session.
Gretchen Wippel, 22, a 1992
Central graduate, was selected
from a group offive applicants
to represent Central in Olympia.
Applicants for the position
were required to submit a resume and cover letter and were
interviewed by BOD officers
at an executive session.
"Everybody who applied WAS
fairly well qualified. They all
had the skills for the position,"
Scott Westlund, representative for political affairs, said.
"Gretchen is a good communicator - she knows the process and the ins and outs in
Olympia. I think she'll do a
good job," Westlund added.
Wippel has a bachelor's degree in political science and
has worked with state representatives in the past.
The basic job of the legislative liaison is to work as an
intermediary between legisla, tors and Central students, in
particular the board of directors student officers.
Wippel will also work alongside the Washington Student
Lobby to help carry out its
agenda.
The jobs she will be doing on
Central's behalf include, attending and testifying at pertinent committee meetings,
tracking higher-education related legislation, research and
writing, attending legislative
functions and meeting with
elected officials.
Wippel said she has experience lobbying for legislation
in Olympia and has also
worked for Gary Chandler as
field coordinator for his cam-

See BOD I Page 4 .
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Vehicles prowled, scooters pushed
into canal and animals impounded
Monday, Nov. 2
The grounds shop was
entered by unknown persons. Nothing was taken
but several doors were left
open.
Wednesday, Nov. 3
Police responded to the
field north of the tennis
courts to assist a student
who had twisted his ankle.
He was transported to the
hospital by police.

CAMPUS

cops·

Sunday, Nov. 8
A vehicle had its radio
antenna pulled out, in X-22
lot, Saturday or early Sunday.

by Andy Martin
all his fishing tackle missing
from his vehicle, in N-19 lot.

Thursday, Nov. 5 and Saturday, Nov. 7
Two stray animals were
· picked up and transported to
Wednesday, Nov. 3 and the animal shelter; A dog was
Thursday, Nov. 4
picked up Thursday at
Two vehicle prowls oc- Nicholson Pavilion and a black
curred. One car, in N-19 lot, kitten was retrieved Saturday.
was missing a quart of oll,
windshield wipers and a key Friday, Nov. 6
chain. The other car, in QA campus officer spotted
14 lot, had a checkbook three males around the
taken from it.
laundromatearlyin the mornWith the recent rash of ing. He investigated and found
car prowls, police ask you to a burglary scene. After alertnot keep anything of value ing Ellensburg police, the susin your vehicles and report pects were arrested and booked
any suspicious people or ac- on burglary charges.
tivity in the parking lots.
Friday, Nov. 6
Wednesday, Nov. 4
A student suffering from
After breaking the glass severe stomach pain, nausea
on a fire extinguisher in and dizziness was treated by
Hitchcock Hall, the student an ambulance crew. She reinvolved was cited for mali- fused further treatment or
cious mischief.
transport to the hospital.
Thursday, Nov. 5
A Barto resident reported

When police arrived the students had left and could not
be located.

Friday, Nov. 6
A student reported door

mirrors missing on his pickup,
in N-19 parking lot. No one
was seen near the incident.

Sunday, Nov. 8.
A Muzzall resident reported the glass from the
second floor fire hose had
been taken. There are no
suspects.

Saturday, Nov. 7
A student reported 30 CDs
missing from his room on Oct.
24 or 25. The locked door h_ad
no signs of forced entry.

Sunday, Nov. 8
Smoke came from a residence hall room and an officerfound a smoldering trash
can to be the cause. He then
put out the embers.

Saturday, Nov. 7
Two cars bumped bumpers
in N-19 lot. A parked car rolled
back, hitting a car behind it.
Saturday, Nov. 7
Police responded to H section of Stephens-Whitney Sfter a student was seen hitting
a wall with his fist. The student said he was angry over a
broken relationship and said
there would be no further problems. There was no injury to
his hand or the wall.
Sunday, Nov. 8
A female student reported
that three males·and a female
threw a large rock ather apartment in Student Village. She
said they appeared drunk.

Sunday, Nov. 8
Unknown people pushed
two motor scooters into the
canal behind N-19 lot.
In other police news••.

Police cited several
people for a variety of infractions. The infractions
include, failing to stop at a
stop sign, speeding, no proof
ofliability insurance, minor
in possession, operating a
vehicle without headlights
at night and not having a
front license plate.

Take COM 468 (The Observer)
next quarter and get credit for
working on the newspaper!
You may sign up for either one or two credits·
and work as a reporter, a photographer or in
production. Don't miss this great opportunity!
Call Professor Gil Neal in the communication
department if interested.

ATTENTION
STOREWIDE
ANNIVERSARY SALE
· November 14

30% OFF

410 N. Pearl
925-5942
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Howard Robinson

MeDlorial
scheduled
, for deceased
professor_
A gathering of friends for
emeritus professor of psychology Howard Robinson is scheduled for Saturday in the Mary
Grupe center at 3 p.m.
Robin on, who retired in 1982,
died Oct. 28 after suffering a
heart attack.
Robinson was born Oct.
8,1921, in Dover, Ohio and received his bachelors of art degree at Miami University in
Ohio and masters of art degree
from Ohio State.
Robinson ta,ught at Ohio
State and St. Lawerence Uni- versity before coming to Central in 1967.
.He is survived by his wife,
Lois F. Robinson, and four sons:
Scott, Laird, Craig and Drue.
Mrs. Robinson said the gathering on Saturday will be a
"celebration of his life" and all
are welcome to attend.

Who's in
the news
Major Neil Brogren was
promoted to his current rank
two weeks ago. He is currently
the enrollment officer for the
Army ROTC detachment at
Central.
John Foster, professor of
communication, had an article
titled, "ChickensKickForward;
Horses Kick Backward," published in The Yearbook of the
American Bantam Association.
Morris Uebelacker, professor of geography, Robert
Perkins, business education
and administrative management, and. James Nimnicht,
business administration, were
honored recently for teaching
excellence by Central's Parents Association.

Holiday Special Sole on 4-Trock Recorders

The Fostex ''Session Kit"
featuring the popular:

X-18 4-Track @ $495
&

X-28 4-Track @ $595
X-18 ($495) & X-28 ($599) include a free $95 ''Session Kit''.·

•
•
•
•
•

Fostex Tape Care/Cleaning Kit
M-201 Studio Recording Microphone
RCA Patch Cabling
CT-5 60 Minute Cr02 High-Bias Tape
Fostex Carrying Case with Fostex Logo

$95 Value, FREE with Fostex "Session Kit"

Available only at N Pine Music .Co.
(509) 964~578-5.
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Wildcat Special
Triple Grande Mocha

25C

off with coupon

ENCREDIBLE
ESPRESSO
8th

&

Walnut

Good through Thursday, November 19
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Athletic trainer reassigned
following assault charge
by D.M. Schuirman
Staff reporter
·

Gary Smith, Central athletic
trainer and associate physical
education professor, was reassigned by President Ivory
Nelson to study at home after a
fourth-degree assault charge,
to which he pleaded not guilty,
was filed against him.
The charge was filed Oct. 12.
Smith entered his plea Oct. 16.
The reassignment is effective
for the rest of the quarter.
A 19-year-old female student,
who asked not to be identified,
was allegedly assaulted by
Smith Oct. 8 in the Nicholson
Pavilion training room, campus Police Chief Steve
Rittereiser said. Smith allegedly pushed or shoved her, he
said.
Campus police investigated
the incident and recommended
a charge ofassault in the fourth
degree to the Kittitas County
prosecutor, Rittereiser said.
Fourth-degree assault is a
lesser charge than first-, second- or third-degree assault. It
applies to unlawful touching
including punching, slapping
and pushing.
Gregory Trujillo, vice president of student affairs, said,

"The president of the university.: felt it prudent that Mr.
Smith be given a reassignment
tostudyathomewithoutaccess
to the campus."
Smith is a tenured member of
the physical education faculty,
and the conditions of the faculty code pertaining to professional leave apply to him,

serve Central after leave for a given automatically.
time equal to the time on leave
"There's no doubt university
and scale salary adjustments procedure was followed,"
will be applied upon return Trujillo said.
from leave.
. A pre-trial hearing has been
Professional leave is for a spe- set for Dec. 8.
·
cific purpose, and faculty mem"Smith will, of course, be prebers on leave will retain se- sumed innocent by the court
niority, retirement, insurance until proven guilty," Trujillo
and other benefits.
said.
"Should he be judged innocent,
I'm not sure what effect
"The truth will that will
have on the ... reasemerge in
signment," he said.
Smith said, "The truth will
court. Justice
emerge in court. Justice will
will prevail and prevail and I will be vindicated."
I will be vindiTrujillo declined to speculate
what would happen if Smith is
cated."
judged guilty.
The reassignment has a direct
- Gary Smith,
effect on the athletic department, Trujillo said. The deathletic trainer
partment had to find someone
and professor of
to teach Smith's two classes
physical education who was a certified trainer to
Gary Smith
supervise the training room.
Trujillo said.
Professional leave is depenGraduate student Jacqueline
The conditions state the leave dent on internal academic de- Williams has taken over for
must benefit Central and the cisions. These decisions include Smith.
faculty member's salary on class scheduling and replaceThe provost's office estimated
leave cannot exceed 135 per- ments, which should be made Smith's reassignment is costcent of his or her salary with- from existing faculty. No more ing the athletic department
out leave. Additionally, the than four percent of full-time $7,400.
same employment status and faculty can be on leave per year,
"Finding that kind of money
conditions before leave will be and leave is for one, two or [to pay Williams] when we're
provided aft.er leave. The fac- three consecutive quarters of short offunds elsewhere can be
ulty member must agree to an ~cademic year. Leave is not difficult," Trujillo said.

Racial slur brings down student president
WASffiNGTON (CPS)-The
president of the George Washington University student association stepped down Oct. 29
after admitting to making a
racial slur about a political rival during a business meeting
in September.
Michael Musante admitted
saying, "Could you imagine if
that nigger won?" in the presence ofthe athletic director and

chief of staff of the university.
Musante was referring to Will
Griffin, whom he defeated for
the presidential post by a 54
percent margin in a hotly contested runoff election.
He then appeared on a local
radio station and denied that
he made the statement, which
enraged some student groups.
"I'm disgusted with whatMike
said. If he stays, the campus

will come apart, from the black
students' perspective. We will
tear it apart," said Kelvin
Glover, president of the Black
People's
Union
before
Musante's resignation was announced.
After a three-hour Senate
meeting, a letter was signed by
10 senators demanding
Musante's resignation. John
Tarnow, executive vice presi-

dent of the student associate,
will replace Musante as president.
"This is not a word that I use
on a regular basis. I was angry
and excited when I said it. I am
ashamed of it, and I apologize
for it to all of the GW community," Musante wrote in a letter released Oct. 27.
This story used reports by The
Insider and the GW Hatchet.

are.Fair.

What Will You Find There .
Stained Glass
Stuffed Animals
Photography
Porcelain
Pottery
Shelves
Paintings
Dolls

Tie-Dye Clothing
Fleece Winter
Clothing
Jewelry
Wooden Toys
Hats
Vests
Purses
Shoulder Bags

.

Christmas
Decorations
Picture Frames
Planters
Candles
Pen & Ink Prints
Calligraphy
Watercolors
&MuchMore

Food • Entertainment • Santa Claus Pictures
... A Great Place to do Your Holiday Shopping

December 2, 3, & 4 •Samuelson Union Building

•
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Campus communication network
installation running on schedule
by D.M. Schuirman
Staff reporter

Phase two ofCentral's video
network should be completed
by mid-January, Instructional Media Center coordinator Bill Craig, said.
Phase two consists of cabling and electronics within
buildings and setting up the
hub of video distribution,
which will be located in the
library. It also establishes a
distributed learning classroom, located at a branch
campus but able to receive
the campus network's benefits.
The network will distribute pre-recorded video programming to classrooms connected to it. Users can call
Media Circulation in the library to schedule playbacks
and then operate equipment
by using a remote control.
Playback monitors will be
located in specific rooms of
instructional and key administrative buildings. This will

BSU 1992-93 officers (from. left to right) Haddie Hollie, president, Melvin Jones, vice president, and Dominica Myers.

Black Student Union
gain·s momentum
Robert Green, 32, treasurer,
said, "We want to address and
solve problems that come up
on campus that are racially
orientated."
The president of Central's
Another purpose for the BSU
Black Student Union said the is to create a support network
club has struggled to gain stu- for the students. Melvin Jones,
dent attention the past few 22, vice president said, "We
years.
want to bring black people to"In the past it has been hard gether and let them know they
to form a group and to get are not alone."
people to, commit," BSU presiThe BSU does have specific
dent Raddie Hollie, 23, said.
goals set for the future. One is
This year, things are differ- creating a scholarship with
ent, she said.
other BSU s within the state.
After only a few meetings, apSince the club encourages
proximately 30 people are in awareness and understanding
attendance, and the officers of cultural diversity, Hollie,
have specific goals in mind to Green and J dnes each stressed
initiate growth of the club.
that the BSU is open to all
Hollie said the emphasis this students of Central.
"We would like all students to
quarter will be the organizaparticipate, not just blacks,"
tion of the club.
"At this point we are just Jones said.
BSU's next meeting will be at
trying to get more members
and to let people know that we 7 p.m., Nov. 17, in the SUB
are a recognized club at Cen- Lair.
Central's Black Student
tral," she said.
Hollie added one of the main Union elected its officers for
purposes of the BSU is to pro- the 92-93 school year and has
mote a better understanding of recently become an officially
recognized club on campus.
minorities.
by Mistalyn Batten
Special to the Observer

."It's The

Central receives $128,000 grant
The U.S. Department ofEducation awarded
Central a $128,642 grant to provide support
for minority and economically disadvantaged
students, according to Ray Riznyk, associate
dean for graduate studies.
Riznyk says Central is the only university in
the state awarded the McN air Scholars Program.
"The grant recognizes Central's long-term
commitment to diversity," said Riznyk. "The
students helped by the McNair Program
come from groups traditionally under-represented in higher education."
The McN air Scholars Program, set to begin
Nov. latCentral, will facilitate the education
of students identified as low-income, firstgeneration university students. The program
is a cooperative project with Yakima Valley
Community College.
,
A project coordinator wilJ..provide inter-institutional links. At Central, the program
will be supervised by a collaboration between
the dean of graduate studies and Central's
special services department.
'
Under the McNair Program, 21 sophomores

R~al _ Thing"

-

Only the name has
changed.

The Same Creamy Rich
Taste You Have Enjoyed For
Years.

eliminate the / need to bring quested Cable News Network
video tape and playback equip- Headline News. The programment into classrooms, Craig ming will be available any·said.
where on campus.
A two-way link allowing
The state Legislature approtransmission and reception of priated $1.4 million from
full-motion video is part of the Central's major capital fund network. It will also allow live for the 1991-1993 biennium for
network programming from the the second phase of the netlocal cable company and satel- work.
lite reception.
"The video broad-ban system
"It's designed to position the will position the university to
university to [transmit] beyond provide distributed learning to
campus," Craig said.
our geographic region, includThe network uses a mid-split, ing Wenatchee and Yakima,"
broad-ban system running on Craig said.
co-axial cable. This means CenPhase one was completed durtral will be able to transmit on ing the 1987-1989 biennium. A
60 channels and receive on 17 video backbone to connect more
channels simultan~ously. Each than 40 campus buildings was
channel is like an interstate developed at that time. Phasehighway lane, Craig said.
two was appropriated, but not
Appropriate programming, completed, during the 1989· such as The Learning Chan- 1991 biennium and was
nel, the Discovery channel, and reappropriated_for this biennumerous foreign language ·nium.
channels, will be selected, Craig
The video network is part of a
said.
campus communication netThe programming will be used work that also addresses
in foreign language classes, for Central's voice and data teleexample, he said. Disability communication needs. Inforprogramming is also planned, mation Resources is handling
and many people have re- the voice and data aspects.

currently enrolled will be named to partici- ·
pate in a series of workshops, seminars and
academic counseling sessions intended to
improve their performance in classroom i(
work.
Each McNair Scholar will be offered tutoring, special research experiences and will
be teamed up with a faculty mentor to
increase the student's motivation and ultimately prepare them for doctoral-level
graduate work.
The program focuses on students interested in careers in science and engineering,
says Riznyk.
"Since-the McNair funding is for a threeyear period, we will be able to help a total of
63 disa4vantaged students boost their skills
enough to prepare for careers in academia,"
he added.
In addition to the federal funds, Central
will contribute $16,876 in staff and support
services for the project, bringing the total
funding to $145,518. Federal funds account
for 88 percent of the total; Central's contribution adds the remaining 12 percent.

BOD names first legislative liaison
From BOD I Page 1
paign this year.
"I saw the announcement and
thought it was something I
could do. I could be a benefit to
the students," Wippel said.
"I thought it would be good
experience for me, also."

- The job involves long hours
and Wippel will have to work
with a wide array of issues.
The session runs approximately 105 days, from JanuarytoApril, but may run longer
because this is a budget year.
"I think this is really important for the students of Central. She's the only full-time

person that will be there representing us , and also other
schools in the state," Westlund
said.
Whippel said, "I hope to be
able to do a goodjob for Central
students. Students have needs
and wants and have to be heard
in 0 lympia. I'm going to do-my
best."
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Don't _panic over assessment tests
and a measure at another," alumni and a survey of proSchliesman said. "We, as gr;amsbyemployersofCentral
people, need to learn that the graduates. The remedial work
pleted, students will receive skills we've been asked to de- is not required by the HEC
credit without finishing the velop, we need to cont1nue to Board.
courses, Schliesman said.
develop," he said.
"We've had at Central for a
Remedial coui:ses do not meet
Many courses don't require long time [about 15 years] a
degree requirements because computational skills or enough proficiency requirement,"
they are c o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Schliesmansaid.
sidered below
Intermediate Assessment Schedule
The freshman
college level,
test arid the probut are offered
gram surveys
for credit so ttH.9.\M:1 : ~::?' ' 'MHP:v;=:m~11 mt:N~ty4:::",zr:= :::f:JJ~P./:1Q:::m:: : : pm;~::: 1=1m:m:: are not new to
students are , 2:00 PM
8:00 AM
2:00 PM
8:00 AM
8:00 AM Central, but the
eligible for fi4:00 PM 10:00 AM
4:00 PM 10:00 AM 10:00 AM surveys only
· nancialaidand
6:00 PM 12:00 PM
6:00 PM 12:00 PM 12:00 PM took place when
activities, he
a specific prosaid.
8:00 PM
2:00 PM
8:00 PM
2:00 PM
2:00 PM gram was being
"You must
4:00 PM
reviewed and
demonstrate
6:00 PM
evaluated, he
skill at a cer8 :00 PM
said.
tain level,"
· Central deS ch lies man
cided to test its
said. The level Students should schedule two appontments: one for the whole student
is low enough computerized placement test (Hebeler 203/204) and one for P 0 P u 1 a ti 0 n
that students the essay (Hebeler 121/122). Allow two hours for the CPT r"ather than a
who, for ex- and one hour for the essay.
representative
ample, haven't taken college writing, he added.
sample, Schliesman said.
math courses should be able to "It's [the intermediate assess- "This is becoming increasingly
meet it as easily as students ment] a necessary thing be- important to the university
who have, he said.
cause of the criticism of higher because the legislature and the
"To expect the same level of education. We simply must Office of Fiscal Management
performance [from students turn that around," he said.
are getting very serious about
who have and haven't taken The intermediate assessment budget proposals being tied to
math] is unrealistic," he said, test is part of a student out- the outcome ofassessment probut to expect the same profi- . comes assessment required of grams," he said, adding they
~ . Ciency level is not unreasonall state two- and four-year in- want schools to demonstrate
· able, he added.
stitutions by the Higher Edu- what value students are getAll students, including those cation Coordinating Board. ting.from them.
at branch campuses, from now Central's plan for this has been
Connie Roberts, interim ason will be required to take the approved.
sociate provost for institutional
test when they reach 90-105
It includes the freshman research and assessment, said
credits. The test will be given baseline data test, the inter- the cost of the intermediate
every quarter.
mediate assessment test, an assessment would be compa"We're being asked to show assessment given after stu- rable to the cost of the freshthe growth students make dents have completed their man baseline test, or approxi,
based on a measure atone point major,~surveyofprogramsby mately $33,000.

From TEST I Page 1

. · FRIDAY IS

Debbie Reynolds I The Observer

Central students Vanessa Elliot (left) and Tim Lowk (right)
contemplate dinner at last weekend's medieval gathering. ·

Take COM 468 (The Observer)
next quarter and get credit for
working on the newspaper·!
You may sign up for either one or two credits
and work as a reporter, a photographer or in .
production. Don't miss this great opportunity!
Call Professor Gil Neal in the communication
department if interested.

.

MARAGARITA NIGHT
at the

BEST WESTERN

Have you ever dreamed ofpacking your books and ta.king
off to a country that has always intrigued you?

Only $2.00
Also Karaoke contest • 1st prize $25 dinner in restaurant

Watch for our weekly drink specials

LECTURES
in the
HUMANITIES

THE WILLIAM 0. DOUGLAS
HONORS COLLEGE
and
CENTRAL WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
present

INDREK-TART
PHYSICIST AND POET

"ESTONIA: SCIENCE
AND POLITICS;
POETRY AND
POLITICS"

Thursday
November 12, 1992
4:00 p.m.
Grupe Conference
Center
CWU Campus
Open to t he Public
No Charge for Admission

Estonian physicist and poet lndrek
Tart is presently Director of Information, Estonian National Co_mmission for UNESCO. He has performed research in the field of
nuclear magnetic resonance as
well as publishing numerous
poems and books of poetry. He ha
been instrumental in making
American poetry accessible in
Estonia, translating the works of
several American poets. He feels
the Esto.nian language and the
Estonian mind have survived
largely through Esto~ia~ . poet!Y.

Argentina
Greece
Australia
Honduras
Austria
Hong Kong
Belgium
Hungary
Brazil
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cote d'Ivoire
Cyprus
Dominican Republic
Estonia
Fiji
Italy
Finland
Japan
France
Kenya
Germany

Republic of Korea
Malta
Mexico
Netherlands
Philippines
Russia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Tanzania
Thailand
Togo
United Kingdom
England
North Ireland
Scotland
Wales
Uruguay

Office of International Programs
Central Washington University
For m ore informatio n contact:
Nomi Pearce
Study Abroad/Exchange Advisor
Naneum Building
963-3612

Ap lications available now!
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OPINION
OBSERVANCE
Assessment testing
is only the beginning

TH£¥ WERE GETTINCi RESTLESS...
WE. ffAb TO GIVE· THEM SOM'ETHING
TO- DO UNTIL THE CHIMPS MOVE IN!

A lot of students are upset about the recently announced
intermediate assessment tests. Well, brace yourselves. This is
only the beginning. We are on our way to a merit system such
as the higher education standards in use in European nations
· for decades. The best and the brightest, as well as those who
are persistent and don't shun hard work and long hours poring
over books, shall ultimately prevail.
American college students have had it too good for too long.
Everybody can go to college. You don't need money. You don't
even need a highschool diploma.Nor do you need an extra dose
of motivation. As a matter of course, you are at an advantage
if you don't show any documented income, as that automatically qualifies you for Pell grants and other government
subsidies not granted to those caught up in the work cycle.
If you don't know your basic English because you slept and
smoked too much dope throughout high school, no need to fret.
There are 100-level college courses to bringyou up to date, with
the hard-working guy down at the factory footing the bill for
your college expense via taxes.
Someone has to eventually pay for all this, and someone
eventually had to scale it down to size. This painful but
necessary process is now in its initial stages. It's a matter of
money and the laws of supply and demand.
Currently in the nation's newspapers are articles about a
glut in college degrees, even master's degrees. Too many
people getting too many college degrees, with too few employers having any use for them. Colleges and universities lack a
cooperative mutualism with business and industry in which
both parties would benefit because colleges would supply the
skilled personnel so badly needed, and business would reciprocate by offering hefty salaries and enviable working conditions.
_
Unfortunately for those of us who placed high hopes on a
college education, this is not the status quo we face in our
country today. The above mentioned glut results in a water- To the Editor:
ing-down of the value of an academic degree and a string of
The movie review in last
other ramifications. Salaries go down, job offers decrease,
week's
Observer, Michael
respect becomes scarcer.
Mann's
"The Last of the
For previous generations of university alumni and alumnae
Mohicans"
is far from the
the sky was the limit as to their career opportunities. Today
"epic
drama"
that reviewer
you will find university graduates working side by side with
Scotty
Siefert
claims
it to be.
non-English speaking transient workers at the local factory
The
opening
·
s
equence
conbecause after graduation they found that there are, for intains
the
best
footage
of
the
stance, more folks with a bachelor's in psychology than folks
film
and
from
there
the
movie
who need their services.
To wrap this ·up, what we are facing now is still pretty easy moves downhill fast. The
compared to future requirements that may be ·imposed. In majority of scenes with the
Europe, children in elementary school take rigorous entrance main character Hawkeye,
exams just to get into high school, and high school pupils have and his somehow forbidden
to pass even more stringent exams to be accepted by a university. love Cora, are cheesier than
And if you ask any of them if they have ever seen multiple- the macaroni I had before the
guess tests or heard of retakes, chances are you will see them film. (Which almost came
shake their heads in disbelief. Year after year their attrition around a second time after
rates go up. A junior high class of, say, 40 will eventually the overly violent and gory
hand-to-hand
combat
~aduate eight or 10 who hung in there~ Only five or six of those
scenes.)
I
think
showing
one
will get into college. Only three or four will get a degree. But
scalping
would
have
sufficed
those three or four will have no trouble finding lucrative and
in the film, but instead we
gratifying long-term employment.
are deluged with scenes of
"graphic savageness."

LETTERS .

Student
calls inovie
cheesy

The Observer, Fall 1992

Unfortunately, it is not
"nearly impossible to find fault
with any aspect of this film."
The editing was by far some of
the worst I have ever seen in
such a large scale film. Cuts to
scenes were very abrupt and
often without a lead-in of any
sort, which left more than a
couple people I spoke with
questioning the abilities ofthe
filmmaker. I also found the
acting to be rather
unconvincing in many of the
pivotal scenes between Cora
and Hawkeye.
I may be being pretty harsh
on this film, but I feel that if a
movie is striving to be an "epic
drama" it should present a lot
more that the surface glamour of battle scenes and a ·
narrow-minded view of the
people native to this land.
Sincerely,
Kevin Finerty

Stop
siniley
spreading
To the Editor:

Editor: Katy Anderson;
News editor/Editorial cartoonist: David Zimmerman;

Scene editor: Kylynn Kosoff; .
Sports editor: Heidi Trepanier;
Photo editor: Debbie Reynolds;
Copy editors: Kristy Ojala, Ellen Pope;
Production manager: Amy Garner;
Staff: Greg Aldaya, Tracie Brantley,Bill Burke, Chandra Burdette,
Joe autler,Amy Gillespie, Jason Goldner, Andy Martin, Beth Maw,
Michelle Miller, Joe Rose, Diane Schuirman, Scotty Siefert,
Dan White
Adviser: Gil Neal; Business Manager: Christine Page
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Crayola!
Has anyone besides me noticed this putrid phenomenon?
Cash machines and grocery
stores downtown, the SUB,
library, signs, light poles,
probably even undergarments
have been plastered with the
neon little monsters. I even
saw people returning from
parties last weekend, unsuspecting blank looks upon their
faces as green and orange
stickers were stripped from
their clothing.
When I was a freshman
here, I remember signs all over
campus proclaiming, "Campus appearance depends on
you. "Uh huh. Well, I think we
should all unite and form a
smiley-face sticker defo~a
tion/clean-up group.
~ I'J!l also suggesting that the
dementoids who are selling
these "happy, happy,joy,joy"
people thousands of stickers
be boycotted until Satan
straps on a pair of ice skates.
I feel in my heart these
stickers have some deeper
meaning than just a simple
"Don't worry, be happy." No,
they are somehow evil.
I think they may be promoting acid use, or some stupid
new band from Seattle about
to unleash itself upon the
planet.
\Vhateverthepurposeofthe
grinning beasts and their unknown advocates is, I beg of
you, please stop.
I just wanna make it
through this stupid quart.er
to Christmas break ·where
tranquility awaits me. Please?
Then rn probably find a
happy face sticker under the
tree, smuggled into my house
on the soles ofmy Ellensburgimported hiking boots.

I'm writing to address a
. concern so minor it's hardly
worth the paper this letter is
printed on, but one that nevertheless affects me every day
I spend on this formerly
sanctuarial campus.
I calmly walk to mymoming
classes with my head bowed to
the ground, just trying to wake
up. l can't relax, though, because these little colored
spheres keep appearing before·
my blood-infested eyeballs.
Smiley-face stickers! They're Sincerely,
everywhere, and they make me.
w~nt to slash my wrists with a
Lyn Reed
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Eight days a week

i#

•Douglas Honors College present "Estonia:
Science and Politics; Poetry and Politics;"
Indrek Tart, physicist and poet; Grupe,
4p.m.

•Latin American Studies Committee, SUB
206, 4 p.m.
•Swimming: :men vs. UPS, 6 p.m.

•"The Merchant of Venice," Tower Theatre,
8 p.m., $6 regular, $4 students and senior
citizens (Thursdays: two-for-one ticket
prices)

_ • MNTA competition, noon-9 p.m.
•Volleyball: District 1 tournament
•Swimming: diving competition vs. Simon
Fraser, 5 p.m.
•Basketball: women vs. Carroll College, 7
p.m.
•Football: at WWU, 1:30 p.m.
•Volleyball: District 1 tournament
•Swimming: vs. Simon Fraser, 1 p.m.
•Basketball: men at Golden Rule Tipoff
•"A Celebration of His Life" for the deceas~d Howard B. Robinson, Grupe, 3 p.m.
•MNTA competition, 8 a.m.-3 p.in.
-

•"A Madrigal Feaste", Sue Lombard dining
hall, 7:30 p.m., call 963-1616 for tickets
•Basketball: men at Golden Rule Tipoff

•"The Merchant of Venice," Tower Theatre,
8 p.m., $6 regular, $4 students and senior
citizens
•"Interpretations of The Merchant of
Venice," led by Dr. Donald Cummings,
immediately following the performance
•"The Merchant of Venice," Tower Theatre, 8 p.m., $6 regular, $4 students and
senior citizens
•"Discriminatory themes in "The Merchant of Venice", led by Virginia Mack,
immediately following the Derformance

Thursday
Nov.12

-

-

"

Friday
Nov.13

1C:.

Saturday
Nov.14

Sunday
Nov.15

.
~
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•Children's story hour, University Bookstore, 12:30-1:30 p.m.
•MNTA competition, 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
•"A Madrigal Feaste," Sue Lombard dining
hall, 7:30 p.m., call 963-1616 for tickets
•Wrestling: at North Idaho Takedown
•Classic Film Series: "Europa, Europa,"
McConnell Auditorium, 7 p.m., $2.50

Monday
Nov.16
\

•International Reading Association; guest
speaker, Becky Olness; Black Hall, rm. 107,
7 p.m.

•Wrestling: at North Idaho

~-

Tuesday
Nov.17

.

_J Wednesday
Nov.18
.

~

•Flute choir concert, directed by Hal Ott,
Hertz, 8 p.m.

•Workshop: "A.D.A.-Americans With
•Percussion ensemble concert, directed by
Disabilities Act", by Dave Brown and panel, Andrew Spencer, Hertz, 8 p.m.
SUB Yakima room, 1-3 p.m.

•"The Merchant of Venice," Tower Theatre,
8 p.m~, $6regular, $4 stujlents and senior
citizens (Thursdays: two-for-one ticket
prices)

Thursday
Nov.19

I

•Symphonic band concert, conducted by
Andrew Spencer, Hertz, 8 p.m.

RESERVE

Desktop
Monsters.

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

Our Mac System is integrated into
our laser printer and our full-tilt Compugraphic
typesetting system. You want to look great on paper?
Output your work on our incredible system.

3rd & Main

(509) 925-1234

I Next to
I 1..e. Schwab
I oa Canyon Road

Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds of talented students. H you qualify, these
merit-based scholarships can help you pay tuition and
educational fees. They even pay a flat rate for textbooks
and supplies. You can also receive an allowance of up to
$1000 each school year the scholarship is in effect.

"Ellen'5burgs Most Complete Foreign "1ld
Domestic Auto Repair''
• Clutc~es

For more informaUon, contact captain Brogren
at Peterson Ball, Room ZOZ. Or call (509) 963-3581 ••

• Brakes .

i

• Transmissions
•Tune Ups

•Engines

ARMY ROTC

925-1665

TIE SMllTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CD TAD.

••• And Quick Lube
."t.

LOPBN:
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Video classes
to start soon.
Education and business
students in Chelan and
Okanogan counties will benefit from a proposed distance
learning program at Central,
said to Dr. Carol Barnes,
dean of Central's extended
university programs.
Connecting with the video
infrastructure now being installed at Central, the proposed microwave hookup will
link Central professors with
students in special telecommunications classrooms at
Wenatchee Valley Community College, said Barnes.
T}le project is a collaborative effort between Central,
WVCC and Washington
State University.
"WVCC has provided space
in its Brown Library for a
control room, a teleconference room and two classrooms. WSU is providing a
hookup via the Washington
Higher Education Transmission System. WSU will
furnish one classroom where
they will transmit classes in
nursing and agriculture.
Central will provide a hookup
from Ellensburg and also
furnish a classroom and will
transmit classes in business
and education," said Barnes.
Barnes said at Central, the
program will be cooperatively administered by the
education and business departments, the library/instructional media center, and
extended university programs.
Funding for the Washington Higher Education
Transmission System at
Wenatchee was requested in
Central's 1993-95 budget request, now on the governor's
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desk in Olympia, said Courtney
Jones, vice president for business and financial affairs. "We
requested $592,000 as a capital item and are hopeful that it
will be approved," Jones said.
"Our request was based on 100
full-time equivalent students
in the program."
Bill Craig, Instructional media and technology center director, said "The proposed distance learning classrooms will
provide two-way audio and fullmotion video. The video infrastructure we're installing at
Central is second to none in
the state. We're really proud of
the design and engineering
work that went into all stages
of its development. The system, which will be in place by
the beginningof1993, wiil meet
our immediate needs an d
should provide a strong base to
carry the university into the
21st century."
Central's broadband video
infrastructure, with a price tag
of more than $1 million, was
approved as part of the capital
budgets for the bienniums
1987-89, 1989-91and 1991-93.
The infrastructure will link all
academic departments and key
administration buildings on
campus, said Craig.
"Central will be the only university in the state to unite the
entire campus with video telecommunications," he said.
"When we link up with classrooms in Wenatchee, and later
Yakima, we'll be able to provide education services to the
entire central region of the
state."
The new system will provide
17 channels to receive telecommunications and 50 channels to transmit.

THE Crossword
ACROSS
Identical
Consecrate
Musial
Sports group
- S. McPherson
Far: pref.
Cleveland's
lake
18 Night noise
19 Biblical
patriarch ·
20 Gopher State
22 Leases
23 Shoddy
24 Discourse to
a class
26 Dry
28 Joyous
inflicter of
pain
30 Notwell
33 Dinner course
35 Used at the
table
37 Early cars
39 Liturgical
vestment
41 Rayburn of TV
42 Lethargy
44 Building
extensions
46 Future chick
47 Jousted .
49 Affirmative
votes
51 Kind of strike
53 Ibexes
57 -acid
59 Badger State
61 Heat source
62 Skin
63 -boy!
64 Anglo-Saxon
slave
65 NVcity
66 Shipbuilding
wood
67 Ger. river
68 Orgs.
69 Br. composer

1
5
10
14
15
16
17

DOWN
1 Stops
2 High nest
3 Pine Tree
State

1

2

3

4

by Robert O. Wilson
6

7

g

8

11

12

13

14

17

20

23

37
42

61

64
67

4 Corrects
5 Singing voice
6 Floor covering
7 Act the ham
8 Sharp ridges
of glaciers
9 Witness
10 Guiding
11 Volunteer
State
12 Thanks- !
13 Loch 21 Potato buds
22 Discourteous
25 In a meek way
27 Madelikea
lion

29 Zest

55 Giant
56 Ophidian
57 Mimics
58 Flat-topped
hill
60 Preserves food
62 Coroner's term: abbr.

45 Utah state

30 Tax letters
31 Lithuanian
32 Pelican State
34 Dessert
36 Table prop
38 Shatter
40 Member of a
tribe
43 Ger. emperor

48
50
52
54

flower
Round rods
of wood
Musical
composition
Telegrams
Flower

Don't Drink
And Drive.
~TrafficSafetyOmm~ion ~

.Take a break from
the books and
head on down to

the

FAX SERVICE 962-2719

COPF

shop

•FULL SERVICE•
We do tlze work for you!
NOW OPEN SATURDAYS
10:00 AM TO 2:00 PM

ADELINE'S

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
• Also Available •
Transparencies
Stapling

•GREAT LUNCH SPECIALS

Self-Adh0SIV0 Labels
Perforating

•HAPPY HOUR 4pm - 6pm
•MUSIC EVERY WEDNESDAY
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT

_________
315 N. MAIN 962-2888

BE
Mercedes-Benz specailists have worked together with
German
for decades. During this
cooperation, it was established through a series of critical
performance evaluations that
are
equivalent to virgin base oils. It took considerable time,
however, to state publicly that
are as
good as virgin oils. Mercedes-Benz always had {and has) the
reputation of strict and severe motor oil testing and
establishing tight performance criteria standards.
Neverthele.ss, it_was established twenty years ago that
were equivalent to virgin oil.
"The technical performance criteria apply to all motor oils.
That means that
have to meet the very same
performance criteria as virgin oils. Operating manuals for
Mercedes-Benz automobiles state that lubricants derived
from
are permitted."

For more information:
~~~~================= Lorinda Anderson 925-668

Is a traditional maple
flavored ice cream with
walnuts mixed in just for
fun.

Lamination

Comb Binding

Volo Binding

Enlargomonts

Class Packets

Folding

Reductions

Cutting

Carbonless Forms

Over-Sized Copies
Color Copies
Macintosh Services & Laser Prints

COME SEE US AT:

_.. ~

~

THE COPY SHOP
5th & Ruby, Ellensburg
962-267~ • 962-COPY

~

~~~

Clip and Save

I $5.00 Off Coupon I

N~~:~~~~~~;r~~:ri
800-366-- 3830 or 962-9856 i
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Stress: It's controlling the lives of students
by Karen Neustadt
College Press Service

Whether it's slaving over
books or at a part-time job,
college students risk burnout
with late hours and hectic
schedules in the race to get a
diploma.
Workaholism wears many
faces in the college population: It shows up in an
overachieving, perfectionist
"superstudent," a · cashstrapped scholar juggling a
job and schoolwork, or a college athlete who squeezes
study between hours of practice, say psychologists who
counsel stressed-out students.
"There is a sense, nationwide, that mental health
staffs are seeing more distressed college students," said
Phillip Meilman, director of
counseling at the College of
William and Mary in Virginia
and author of "Beating the
College Blues."
There is no hard data, however, but there is a subjective
- impression that there is a
higher level of dysfunction,
that there are more serious
problems," Meilman said,
noting that substance abuse
is often an attempt to regulate
stress.
The average college experience today is no longer the
easy, unrushed transition into
adulthood that it used to be.
"The stakes have been raised
to the point that everyone has
to do more to arrive at the
same place, and that becomes
stressful and unhealthy,"
Meilman said.
Mental health experts agree
that economic problems are
taking a toll on students, and
many are seeking help at university counseling centers to
cope with the complexities of
their lives.
"The increasing cost of college, the problematic
economy, coupled with students placing unrealistic demands on themselves, are
having an impact on students
and on how much they can
engage in the learning process," said Alan Berkowitz,
director of the counseling

center at Hobart and William
Smith colleges in New York.
Students are working more
hours at part-time and fulltime jobs and are getting p_a id
less for their efforts. Educators
complaining that bleary-eyed
students, struggling to pay rent
and tuition, often put academics on the back burner.
However, colleges and university are becoming more enlightened about stress.
New York University has
more than 50 programs in residence halls to assist students
in coping with stress. One
group, known as "Peers Ears,"
offers walk-in offices staffed
with trained students who offer support and encouragement
to harassed students.

"There is a
sense, nationwide;
that mental
health staffs
•
are seeing
more distressed col- ·
. lege students.
''
At Swarthmore College in
Pennsylvania, a campus-wide
"howl" can be heard for miles
the night before exams as students are encouraged to let off
steam with a horrifying schoolwide primal scream. The occasionhasbeendubbed"Students
Collectively Realizing Exams
Are Monday," but is known
better as SCREAM.
Student stress seems to get
worse as years go by, accordiiig
to an article in The New York

SKIERS
SNOWBOARDERS
ANYONE WITH COLD FEET

·-"
0

WARM Boots
Your

SORE[ Headquarters
1111 coto STANDARD

student stress, particularly
around exam times, is associated with a decline in the body's
iinmune system defenses,
leaving it vulnerable to illnesses ranging from the common cold to recurring herpes
attacks.
Studies indicate that not only
do students suffer anxiety over
test results, but they have an
increase in irritability around
examination time that is accompanied by a decline in positive experiences and socializing.
At the University of California at Berkeley, a coffee shop
manager reported that business increases by 30 percent
the ·week before exams when
550 pounds of coffee are consumed by stressed-out students
in comparison to the usual 400
pounds.
Mental health experts say
they can often chart the stress
level at their institutions by
the academic schedule and the
time of year.
"Right now I am trying to deal
with an onslaught ofnew cases.
I feel like an air traffic controller who is trying to control pa-

tients getting tot erapists,"
he said, adding th at he had
eight student file folders on
his desk, but no counselors
available he said.
"Students always wait until
they are in great distress before seeking help," he added.
Meilman said that 25 percent of the student body at
the. College of William and
Mary are employed, and
working students are generally more prone to stress.
But Meilman noted that he
is most concerned about a
certain type of student, who
may or may not hold an outside job, but who is
"perfectionistic, intense and
tense," with a tendency to be
anti-social and who often
spends long, isolated hours in
the library.
"Their lives have become a
grind," he said.
Treatment for workaholism
requires a realization on the
part of the students that they
are behaving in a compulsive
way. In many cases, Meilman
said students are unaware of
their unhealthy attitudes toward work.

ACE RECORDS
/-----------------,
l Bring in this ad & 1
:

receive $1.00 off each. :
1 & every .CD, ALBUM 1
l · or TAPE you purchase l
:
(except sale items)
:

_________________ ..,,, I

l

offer expires November 25

'

I

ZVEW IffLE:1SES, USED fr our OF PW.NT
m:ier 10,000 to choose ,from

313 N. Pearl

ATTENTION

for the Entire Family

Times that recently reported
that the mental health center
at the University of Washington sees more graduate and
professional students than undergraduates, and more seniors
than juniors.
Even at institutions where
money worries take ·a backseat
to academic concerns, the issue of workaholism has taken
on new dimensions in the past
five years.
At Harvard University, for
example, academic and sports
competition has become so
fierce that students are being
offered a new relaxation program to help them let go of
health-draining stress.
"We are organizing a program
with Herbert Benson, the author of 'Relaxation Response,'
to help out people learn his
techniques," Dr. Randolph
Catlin said. "There is an old
adage that everyone here is
used to being in the top 10
percent of their high school
class, and it's hard to realize
that only 10 percent get into
our 10 percent."
Athletes also face conflicting
pressures to succeed academically and win in sports competition.
"We look forward to working
with coaches eventually,"
Catlin added.
Mental health workers say
that habitual, addictive work
patterns among college students have childhood roots, and
even children as young as 4, 5
and 6 are feeling pressured to
compete with their peers in
today's world.
"There is a lot ofrewarding of
that kind of behavior in our
society,"saidDr.MortOrmond,
author of "The 14-day Stress
Cure," who says that students
of all ·ages are suffering an
"epidemic of stress."
Somereportshaveshownthat

925-6895
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SCENE
Student tastes sweet success
by Scotty Slefen
Staff reporter

For Central student and
self-made businessman Torn
Dillon, having his own business is almost as sweet as
the product he sells. - _
Dillon, a senior in leisure
services, owns and operates
the Mia Piade Espresso
stand across the street from
McConnell Auditorium.
Working last summer at a
friend's espresso stand in
Lake Chelan was all it took
to attract Dillon to the world
of espresso.
"Espresso is more of a
friendly, personable business," he said. "Coffee brings
pe.ople together."
He also learned about the
espresso machines themselves, and he said he was
able to meet all the heads of
the major coffee companies
in Washington,includingthe
vice president of sales for
Starbucks Coffee.
Dillon said. he quickly
learned about the espresso
business from the experts,
and soon he wanted his own
stand.
"fve always been a kind of

entrepreneur," he said.
With money from investments and the help of his sister, Dillon started the stand
this fall. But he had to clear
some hurdles along the way.
First, he had to obtain a license from the health department verifying the cleanliness of his business. Second,
he applied for a business Ii- _
cense from city hall, but was
only granted a three- month
temporary permit because he
doesn't sell his coffee out of a
permanently installed structure.
Dillon hopes to have the
-permit extended because he
likes the location, but he isn't
overly optimistic about his
chances.
"This town isn't very receptive to small businesses," he .
said.
Even though he employs five
workers, Dillon still spends
about 30 hours a week at the
stand. He also tries to conceri trate on a full load of
classes.
He said the stand is well
worth the time he puts into it
because "life experiences are
more practical than book
work," and he can also possibly waive an internship re-

Debbie Reyno1• / The Obeerver

Tom Diiiion, 24, Is busy not only with school but also running his own espresso
drink business.

quirement for his major.
Dillon sells mochas, lattes,
cappuccinos and a creation he
calls the German. He attributes espresso's popularity
to the variety of ways it can be
served, its addictive nature and
the fact that it is a social drink.
He said there is obviously a

great market for this business machines-in Seattle or move
in Seattle, which started there back east and open his own
20 years ago, but it is only a store selling machines and
matter of time before the in- espresso.
dustry expands in the country.
His dream, however, is to
"Espresso is all location," he travel the countryside with a
said. "The market is there."
.few - buddies
selling
After graduating, Dillon caffeinated drinks from his
wants to either sell espresso Volkswagen bus.
-
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Review
~~

Daisy Chainsaw blasts the U.S.

entitled "Love Your Money."
While the song is a stab at the
money-grubbing record industry, it is also responsible for
So this is where Cyndi the little-known group's recent
Lauper has been hiding out influx of cash and magazine
all these years.
articles.
Well, not really. But Daisy
The single was a hit in the
Chainsaw's lead singer, Katie United Kingdom as well and is
Garside, sounds just like an a catchy, abrasive introduction
angrier, psychotic version of to the London-base-d band's
the '80s pop wondergirl.
first full-length album,
If you listen to 107. 7 FM "Eleventeen."
_
out of Seattle or watch MTV's
Much like a box of Hostess
"120 Minutes," you may have variety-pack doughnuts, the
heard Daisy Chainsaw's only album has some appealing,
claim to fame so far, a single powdered-sugar
tracks.
by Kristy Ojala
Copy editor

Kylynn K. Kosoff/The ·Observer

- Kristy Ojala

"Natural Man," my favorite,
features bath-taking sound effects and a poetic Garside narrating her boyfriend's fine

qualities.
"Use Me Use You" is crazy
and fun, creating a picture of a
girl alone in a haunted mansion
that would give even Edgar
Allan Poe shivers. ~
Then we're left with the
pastry-like tunes nobody
wants, the brown ones with
chunky, fakewalnutsonthern.
"Hope Your Dreams Come
True" starts with Garside's
five-year-old whispery voice,
then rips into a shrieking repetition of the chorus. It's painful to the eardrums, but convincing, I suppose, to the per-

son being sung to.
"Lovely Ugly Brutal World"
is a loud, guitar-screaming
barrage purposely drowned
out by my hair dryer.
In a press release, the band
denotes itself as "music for
people w~thout friends." Its
members are unpredictable,
stretching their 10-song spectrum until it bleeds. Slow,
whimpering tunes are followed by running-throughthe-forest-with-a-chainsaw
songs. It taxes the listener's
attention span, whichcan be a
good thing.

Hungerfast donates to needy families
by Elizabeth Maw
Staff ~eporter

Students livin~ in residence
halls can donate their breakfast and/or lunches Nov. 19
and participate in Hungerfast
1992.
Hungerfast is a service in
conjunction with the Community Christmas Basket
program.
It iS a volunteer effort which
started 20 years ago by two
local women to provide
Christmas dinners and other
meals for families in need.
,Each participating student
agrees to "give up" his or her
meals for a day, equalling
about $1.30 per meal. The mo~ey equivalent of
each donated meal is tallied
and used to buy food for the

families.
Ann Spangler, Central Dining Services program assistant,
said Hungerfast's goal is 1,200
donated meals, which equals
$1,560.

-

"We look for the best deals
from local companies so that
we may buy the most food with
the amount of money we collect," Spangler said.
Students with meal cards can
sign up at tables on either side
ofHolmes Dining Hall through
Nov. 18.
Residence halls will also have
sign-up sheets.
S31ly Dunlop of the Community Christmas Basket program said students living off
campus may also donate.
They can bring canned food to
her home at 404 W. 12th Monday through Friday from
7:30 a.m. until 5:30 p.m.
.-
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Kevin McElrath and Athena Karageorgeon display the costumes they wore
, In the medieval fight Saturday~
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Three bands
scheduled to play
in the SUB .

America's pastime hits Far E8st

The Multi Media Communications Club, Student
Activities and CentraJ?s radio station; KCAT -will
sponsor a live show consisting of three bands from
various cities in Washington.
Hammerbox, an A&M recording artist, is scheduled
to premiere Nov. 20 in the
SUB Ballroom.
The group, a foursome from
Seattle, has an album which
was previously released on
the Seattle record label,

!Movie Review

C/Z.

The band most recently
played the Arena at
Bumbershoot, O.K Hotel
and RKCNDY in Seattle.
Because the band has been
in the studios recording, its
gig in the SUB will be one of
the first shows played since
September.
Ellensburg's Divining Rods
and a Puyallup band called
The Pages will also be performing with Hammerbox.

13!

Movie portrays baseball in a different light

by Scotty Siefert

Staff reporter

Batter up! Maybe 1992 will
be reme~bered as the year
baseball truly went international: First the Toronto Blue
Jays won the WorldSeries,.and
then
Hollywood takes
America's national pastime to
Debbie Reynolds/The Observer
the Land of the Rising Sun.
Starring Tom Selleck, "Mr.
- Scotty Siefert
Baseball" is an offbeat look at
professional baseball with
plenty of culture shock thrown
in, much to the bewilderment slugger Frank Thomas).
of Selleck's character, Jack .
Even though he was chosen
Elliot.
'
most valuable player in the
A veteran first baseman World Series just four years
with the New York Yankees, earlier, the Yankees are unable
Elliot is cut to make room for to find any major-league teams
an up-and-coming superstar that want the aging star.
bursting into the Yankees orRather than retire from the
ganization (portrayed in a sport, Elliot accepts a contract
cameo by Chicago White Sox with the Chunichi Dragons a

in

land where many major., league
has-beens go to play: Japan.
This is where the fun starts.
With his brash attitude,
hulking frame and fluffy mustache, Elliot sticks out like a
modem-day Godzilla.
In a baseball league where
players refrain from spitting
on the field because it is sacred, Elliot falls into immediate
disfavor with both his teammates and his manager, Mr.
Uchiyama, humorouslyplayed
by Ken Takakura.
Elliot dislikes everything
from the food to his interpreter
to the fact that players must
wear slippers around the locker
room as part of Japanese custom.
·
On top of all this, he has a
problem with his swing, and
the Dragons' fans and ownership expect great things from
the man they call "Mr. Baseball."
The tenuous relationship

with the ma,nager is heightened because Elliot is infatuated with Uchiyama's daughter.
Elliot's tension boils to the
surface when he instigates a
bench-clearing brawl, causing
the owners of the Dragons to
order his suspension.
Rather than suspend him
from the team, Uchiyama takes
Elliot under his wing, offering
him advice on everything from
baseball to dating his daughter.
"Mr. Baseball" is a humorous and clever portrayal of foreign baseball most Westerners
never get to see.
Although Selleck's arrogant
temper tantrums become tiresome after a while, the funny
culture differences between
both American and Japanese
baseball and society carry the
movie and make it enjoyable
entertainment. I persuade everyone to go catch the flick.

CORRECTION
In the Nov. 5 issue of The
Observer, an article on the
"Barflyers" game mentioned
a man, Ray Wheeler, who
tried the game for the first
time at the Horseshoe Tavern. This man is not the
Central music professor
whose name is also Ray
Wheeler.

GRAND CBNTRAL
THBATBR

Ellensburg

NOBODY
KNOWS

925-6941
Corner 8th &

LIKE

Anderson

.DOMINO'S..

Hours:

How You Like Pizza At Home.

llam-larn Sun.-Thurs.
1 larn-2am Fri. & Sat.

Open for lunch every day!

G~~~~
~~

CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY

.(Your Choice

Any Large Piu.a !
Daily 7 & 9 p.m. as well as
Fri. & Sat. 11 p.m
Sat & Sun. 3 & 5 p.m.

$12.99

--Plus
Donate a can offood for our
Food Drive and receive an ....

CASH FOR
CARING

"'

Additional $1. 00 off

Earn Over
$100
Per Month

$6.99
plus tax

D

Two Medium Pizzas ...
.
1 - T oppmg

$7.99
plustax

,

D One Medium 1- Topping. $4.99
plus tax

Expires 11 - 30-92

----------------

Valid at participating stores only. NOi valid with any other offer, Prioes may
vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Del ivcry areas limited to
enswc safe driving. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Cash value I/20th cent.
Our drivers are not penaliud for late deliveries. © Domino's Pizza, Inc.

-----------------1

G~~~~

CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY

s~

$3.00 off
Or

--Plus

Not valid with any other offer

TH~Qh~

or· $1.00 off ·

Additiona1$J.OO off

Any

Expires 11 - 30-92

Expanded hours to serve you better
7daysa week
.

$2.00 off
Any Medium or Pan Pizza

·Donate a can offood for our
Food Drive and receive an ....

IUI

Mon. - Thur. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Fri. 8 a.m. • 5 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 8 a.m. -·4 p.m:
26 S. 2nd St.· Yakima•.WA • 457-787

Any Large Pizza

plus tax

"1)0.00
New Donor Bonus
au

Large 1- Topping' ...

Valid at participating stores only. NOi valid with any other offer. Prices may
vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to
ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Cash val11e I/20th oent.
Our drivers are nOI penalized for late deliveries. © Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Everybody needs your help
sometimes, Jeffery needs your
help all the time. Jeffery is a
hemophiliac, like thousands of
other children. Jeffery needs
300 plasma/donations a year,
just to live a normal lite.
DI 111y

D

Expires 11 - 30-92

,,:1ny&_.

~~·r
~~{,;

plusfux

~mall

Pizza

Expires 11 - 30-92
Valid at p~ipating stores only. Not valid with any otbct offer. Prioes may
vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery uoeas limited to
ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry JeSIJ than $20.00. Cash value I/20th oent.
Our driwrs are not penalized for late deliveries. e Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may
vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to
ensure safe clriYing. Our.._4fivcrs cany less dwJ $20.00. Cash value l/20di cent.
· Our dri""rs are not penaliud for late deliveries. e Domino's Pizza, Inc.

--~--------------------------------~--------e

Delivery uoeas limited toensure safe driving.
1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
Limi1ed time only. <?ffer may vary. Puticqnting stores only.
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Horoscope ,
Nov. 12-19
Aries (March 21-April 19).
Take measures of a situation
or place carefully. A relative
is cQmpliant on Monday. Love
with a neighbor on Thursday.
On Thursday p.m., benefits
result when you frankly discuss work or financial matters
with your family.
Taurus (April 20-May 20).
Money from partners, relatives and bonuses. all week.
Protect assets from truces. A
proposal is totally fortunate
on Wednesday. On Friday,
make peace with a child. A

The Observer

lover gives you a weak excuse
on Saturday.
Gemini (May 21-June 21).
Concern for your reputation
Sunday leads you to make
changes you've long neglected.
On Tuesday, meetings and
interviews go brilliantly. Promotions come from work done
on spec. On Friday, you hit a
romantic high.
Cancer(June22-July22). The
right decision makes a difference in self-esteem. On
Monday evening, ask for time
.off to see a relative or friend.
Casual contact with a professional on Thursday brings
love. Games prove lucky on
Saturday.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Look at
the pluses and minuses of a
love situation until Tuesday.
Act on Wednesday. Ask for

assurances on Wednesday and
words produce instant reThursday before you spend
sults
and
answers
money. Aries and Libras seek
on Sunday. By Monday,
you out. Angry words on Sat- you'll be ready to start a longurday prove that someone
term project. Be consistent
cares.
with a lover -through midVirgo (Aug 23-Sept.22). Chalweek, if you want a commitlenges to authority on Sunday
ment. You find bargains next
and Monday must be met with
weekend.
force. Unusual recommendaSagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
tions boost earning power. On
21). Sex appeal, wit and inThursday, agree to a truce
telligence attract people who
with a relative. Love on Friday formerly turned you down.
with someone much younger.
By Wednesday, don't gloat;
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). Anyinstead, sign a deal. Interthing is possible this week. A
views, meetings and public
heartfelt plea brings a lover
hearings go well Thursday.
back. On Thursday, tempoOn Saturday morning, a new
rary work changes. On Friday
love appears.
and Saturday, deal with
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19).
childcare and community isReplace a bad habit with a
sues. On Saturday p.m., use . positive one, and you break
mystery to attract new love.
a vicious cycle this week.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Your
Strain
decreases
by

Wednesday, when you get
good news. Prepar~ for love
with someone from another
city. On Friday, take a business trip.
·
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18).
Look at how someone treated
you at the beginning of a
relationship and compare.
By Monday, expect a shift in
attitude about love. Artistic
efforts are excellent, but
timing is off until Friday.
Social status increases Saturday.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20).
Take a chance and contact a
long lost friend. On Sunday
evening, blind dates and entertaining bring luck.
Strengthen ties with a relative on Wednesday, before
you need him. Quick, short
trips are advisable.

STUQENTS&FACULTY
Planning a Christmas party
for your club, organization,
""'"'""..............
or friends?
LARGE or SMALL
Call for personalized
party ideas

CINDA'S 925-4686

l"'l111r·w1ft'ld5 bQfi)i<,gJ1<.)1re
A Friendly Center of C~lture
0 Happy Hour 4:30 to 5:30 0

The Dairy Store
8 blocks west of library 419 W. 15th
open 11 AM to 6 PM Mo·n. - Sat.

~:I~~ 1¥~~l-:.
h~_11-1-.··Q\~ J-a ~··
Jr L~ 11-:,,~j,=--1]7..l'~$1~-:fi.J:. q,,fo~

_

1/2 price espresso drinks
0 Cash for used books 0
(excluding college textbooks)
0 Sam Albright Art Show 0 ·

t.'J~ ~Z.~\\S.,.

Art of Jewelry
309 N. Pearl, EJJ~nsburg 98926
(509) 925-9560

Begins November 7th
Open Mon - Sat 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. & Sun. 1 - 4 p.m. b 200 E. 4th 962-2375

Blue Gem ·Co.
709 S. Main

SUPPORT THE WASHINGTON STUDENT LOBBY
"Your Student Run And Financed Lobby"ing
Organization"
•
•
_...__,,•
•
•
/ •

Fighting
Fighting
Fighting
Fighting
Fighting
Fighting

To
To
To
To
To
Tn

Lift Enrollment Lids
Place A Student On The Board Of Trustees
Prevent Unreasonable Tuition Increases
Increase Financial Aid
Ensure A Diversified Student Population
Protect Higher Education Funding For The 1993-95 Budget

Remember To Contribute~
Press f# For $ 1 For W.S.L. When Registering For
Winter Quarter
~---·-- ·- ----- - - -----------...:_.

___________ ·------------------------1
!

'

I

1COMING
SOON...
I

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
SUB 106
963-1693
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

i

[;WU .

_ ------~----~---
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SPORTS
Volleyball team p;repares for districts
Play opens tomorrow at the University of Puget Sound
by Tracie Brantley
Staff reporter

Central's volleyball team
finished second in NAIA District I competition with a win
over Western Washington
University Friday at
Nicholson Pavilion.
The Wildcats defeated the
Vikings 15-7, 15-9 and 15-13,
bringing their regular season
record to 8-2.
"We've been in a slump the
last two weeks," head coach
John Pearson said.
"This win couldn't have come
at a better time."
Kara Price led Central offensively with 10 kills and
defensively with five solo
blocks. Jill Taylor added nine
kills, while Kim Studebaker
had eight kills and two solo
blocks. Wildcat setter Chris
Leidecker was credited with
37 assists, which Pearson
called an "impressive number."
"This was our best match of
the season," Pearson said.
"We had more intensity
throughout the entire match."
Central will travel to the
University of Puget Sound
Friday for the District I playoffs. ,,T he ,.Loggers won the
district title with a 9-1 record,
which gives them the honor
of hosting the tournament.
According to Pearson, the
Loggers will not have a home
court advantage over the
Wildcats, as Central is very
comfortable playing there.
"We've playedseveno~eight

matches there and we seem
to play well there," he said.
Both Central and UPS
draw byes in the opening
round of the six-team singleelimination tournament.

"This was our
best match of
the ·season.
We had more
intensity
throughout
the entire
match."
-John Pearson
Pearson said this is definitely an advantage for the
Wildcats.
"If you lose once you're
gone," he said. "It'sjustone
less match we have to play."
According to, Pearson, it
looks like Western Washington University and
Whitworth University will
meet first, with Central
playing the winner.
"It's not official, bti.t looking at the standings I would
assume it to be this way,"
Pearson said.
· The winner of the tournament will host the winner
of District II playoffs on
Nov. 20 for a berth in the
NAIA national tournament.

Dave Fiske

Kara Price goes up for one of her team leading blocks during volleyball action at
Nicholson Pavillion. Price leads the team In kills with 343 and In kill percentage. The
Wildcats finished NAIA District I standings at 8-2 and begin district play tomorrow
afternoon at 5 p.m.

Dave Fiske

A Wiidcat volleyball player hustles to keep the ball In play.
The 'Cats are ranked 16th going Into tomorrow's district
competition.

Dave Fiske

Chris Leidecker sets the ball during Wildcat volleyball action. Leidecker, the team's
starting setter leads the team In assists with no, service aces and service percentage.
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Wildcats cling to hope
Victory keeps 'Cats in playoff picture
by Biii Burke
Staff reporter

Central quarterback Jon
Kitna led the 12th-ranked
Wildcats past Simon Fraser
24-17 on Saturday at
Burnaby, British Columbia.
Kitna completed 30 of 42
passes for 381 yards and
two touchdowns, recording
the second best single-game
passing effort in school history. Beau Baldwin set the
record last year against
Simon Fraser, throwingfor
467 yards.
"As a whole, we played
well and dominated," Central coach J effZenisek said.
"Kitna had a good game
and he has been improving
each week. He stepped up
and helped us.
"Our offensive line played
well and really manhandled
their strong defensive line."
Simon Fraser opened the
scoring on running back
Rick Walters' 17-yard
touchdown run.
Central scored twice in the
second quarter on touchdown passes of 10 and 28
yards from Kitna to wide
receiver John Balmer, taking a 14-6 lead at halftime.
"Kitna did a good job and
had a good game. . He
scrambled and threw on the
run," Zenisek said.
Balmer had seven catches
for 80 yards, bringing his

single-season reception total to 50, three short of tying
Mike Grant's record .set in
1982.
Running back Tyson Raley
led all receivers with 110
yards on nine receptions.
Wide receiver James
Atterberry also had seven
catches.
The Wildcats scored twice
in the third quarter--on a
22-yard Ken McConkeyfield
goal and a five-yard Kitn~
run to lead 24-6 ..
The Clansmen rallied in the
fourth quarter, scoring on, a
Glen Rossi fumble recovery
anda 28-yardJaime Paradas
field goal to cutCentral's lead
to 24-17.

tions, two of which were deflected by Central linebacker
Shane Sadler.
Zenisek said the Wildcats
were moving the ball well,
con trolling it until the fourth
quarter.
"Simon Fraser got some
momentum, and dumb mistakes let them back in the
game," Zenisek said_.
The Wildcats were plagued
by turnovers and penalties,
losing four of six fumbles
and being penalized 22 times
for 152 yards. Kitna also
had one interception. ·
"The penalties and turnovers killed us. They were
dumb mental mistakes,"
Zenisek said.
Central faces Western
Washington University in
the final regular season contest for both teams on Saturday in Bellingham. .
A Central win could guarantee a berth in the playoffs, while a loss could end a
string of five consecutive
playoff appearances for the
Wildcats.
_
"We're hanging in there,
but we need to win and move
into the toplO to solidify a
playoff spot; it's _not a for
sure thing," Zenisek said.
"We need to beat Western
and move up in the polls."
A Central win and a Pacific
Lutheran loss would give the
Wildcats a tie with the Lutes
for the league title and the
league's regular playoff
berth.

''We're hanging in there,
but we need
to win and
move into the
top 10 to so~
lidify a playoff spot; it's
not a for sure
thing."
-Jeff Zenisek
A Simon Fraser drive with
less than a minute left was
halted by three incomple-

INTRAMURAL SPORTS PROGRAM
WINTER SPORTS
REGISTRATION BEGINS NOV 16

AluDlni gaDle tunes teaDls
for opening season play·
Central's men's and
women's basketball teams
took to the hardwood Saturday, welcoming back the.ir
alumni at Nicholson PaVIlion.
The alumni game served
as the final tune-up before
season play begins this
weekend.
In men's action, the Wildcats rebounded from a halftime deficit to post a 104-83
victory over the alumni team.
After trailing 31-37 at the half,
the varsity outscored the alums 67-42 in the second half.
"I think the difference in
the second half is that we let
our guards go out and challenge them defensively,"head
coach Gil Coleman said.
"Our strength is our inside
game, but we're still going to
have to let our guards play
some full-court pressure defense.
"They're just too quick not
to let them."
The 'Cats had 12 steals,
including three by Chad
Boyer. Boyer and Jeff
Albrecht also contributed six
assists each.
Jason Pepper led a bal- ·
anced scoring attack with 20
points. Ryan Pepper added
16 Heath Dolven contributed
12' while Wade Venters and
M~lvin Jones chipped in 10
each.
Central won the battle on
the boards, outreboundingthe
alumni 61-41, as Shawn
Frank had seven and Jason
Pepper six.
.
This weekend Central will
face Northwest Nazarene in
the Golden Rule Tipoff tournament in Napa, Idaho.
Northwest Nazarene, the
pre-tournament favorite, is
ranked eighth in the NAIA
Division II pre-season national poll.
In women's basketball, the
alumni defeated the 'Cats 7267.

Central spotted its alums
an early lead before battling
back within two points late in
the game.
Despite losing to the
alumni head coach Gary
Frederick wasn't disappointed in his squad's performance.
"We got beat by a pretty
good alumni team," he said.
"We did some things pretty
well.
"I thought we ran the court
well, and Karla (Hawes) and
Missy (Thompson) had good
games.
"Overall, it was a good experience. We learned a lot
about ourselves," Frederick
said.
Officially, the 'Cats will
begin their season tomorrow
at 7 p.m., hosting Carroll College of Montana at Nicholson
Pavilion.
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ALPHA _
6:00 PM
7 :00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM

WO:MENS "W"
:MENS 6' & UNDER "B"
:MENS OPEN "Y"
:MENS 6' & UNDER "D"

202 N. Pine

:MENS 6' & UNDER "A"
:MENS OPEN "X"
MENS 6' & UNDER "C"
MENS OPEN "Z"

ALPHA AND BETA DAYS ARE
BASED ON A ROTATION OF
AVAILABLE GYM DATES
lt~~~~~~w~r;~~:~~~~ ~:~=~!tt@i~~ ~%~!M~~~f:~~~~~~1.W~~WMW#=~f:&.~~~f:W~~~@~t@t~~@~~B~~~~~!~~~j~f:~~~~~~~Ntt=t~~nmnm;:~~~;~;~~~~~~M~~~t~@w::~=~%:~i:~:~~)~~~~~f~j;@~:~@@~~f:t:n~~f:'~m~~~~rn~~n¥?:~M~~t~~@I

·_-'EE $40.00
BETA
7:00 PM CO-ED "N"
8:00 PM RESIDENCE HALL CO-ED "B"
9:00 PM CO-ED "O"

TEAMS MUST MAINTAIN A 4.5 SPORTSMANSHIP RATING TO PLAY IN LEAGUE AND MUST HAVE A
FlNAL RATING OF 6.5 OR HIGHER TO QUALIFY F~ ~P!:_A2'...0.!::f~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ -

----MANDATORYMANAGERS MEETING
NPAV 117 5:00 PM

... For Better Health and Fitness

....._....._

.

21

~j\

VOLLEYBALL.
ALPHA

962-9277

First Visit Free

BETA
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM

7:00 PM CO-ED "L"
8:00 PM RESIDENCE HALL CO-ED "A"
9:00 PM CO-ED "M"

Hans' Gym
and
Aerobic Center

FEE $40.00

'1J'.R., 'IJO!J{,YL. CJ{J£'1J2('FSS 'f:.~
1(JPil'IAf 'VJILL'E:Y

~~

CW1{fYP'l(.9LCTIC
502 ~ !l('ll'B:Y
'ELL'E9{.s13W{{j, 'W.9L. 98926
(509) 962-9796

JAN 7

_____ _

-----SIGN-UPATSUB~2-9:ooAM~~OoPM

NOV 16 - DEC 11
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----------FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 963-3512 OR 963-1751

Locatei: 1 6fock._9{prtli ofSafeway
fie tween 'I1ie Copy Snop antf 'Western Jlrt Ylssociation
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Hooper goes to nationals Husky Relays qualify
"I also want to work on my
by Jason Goldner
distance running too."
· s\Viininers for nationals
Staff reporter
LeVander said her distress
Central's cross country
team finished its season last
Saturday at the district meet
in .Ellensburg.
The Wildcats will be repre-·
sented by sophomore Brent
Hooper at the national meet
on Nov. 21in Kenosha, Wis.
Central's men's team placed
fifth, with Hooper placing
10th in 26:48.
'
The Wildcat women finished seventh with Doreen
LeVander placing ninth in
19:15. LeVander needed to
finish at least fifth to participate nationally.
Hooper, delighted with his
performance as well as the
team's, said he is amazed he
is participating nationally.
"At first, I thought I didn't
make it, but my coach gave
me the news at the banquet
afterward," he said.
Even . though Hooper has
two weeks until the meet in
Kenosha, he claims he won't
rest too much.
"I want to still maintain my
running, but train a little
harder," he said.

of barely missing a qualifying position was actually a
blessing, which will help her
work harder next season.
"I was disappointed, but I
believe I have better seasons
ahead of me," she said."I keep in mind that there
is a next year."
In the men's division, five
runners from Simon Fraser
placed in the top 10 to lead
the Clansmen to a first-place
finish ..
In women's competition,
the University of Puget
Sound finished first.
Coach Spike Arlt said he
was pleased with the team's
improvement and looks toward next year. Fornow, he's
advising his team to stay
busy but take some time off.
"We11 go on an 'active-rest'
program, where we'll stay
active but rest more, instead
ofjust putting the shoes away
in the locker until next season," he said.
In the meantime, Arlt
hopes for some valuable recruits and for the veterans to
stay in shape for next year..

by Shella Gibbons
Special to the Observer

Central's swimming teams
their 1992-93 season
at the Husky Relays last
Friday in Seattle.
The men, who placed fifth,
qualified two swimmers for
national competition.
Qtlalifying for nationals
were Scott Kelley, who led
the 3x100 backstroke relay ·
to a 56.85 time, and Scott
Zabel, who led the 3x100
breaststroke with 1:01.13.
The team of Ben
Olszewski, Greg Samuelson, Jon Stemp, and Rod
Cramer finished second in
the 500 free relay.
Olszewski and Cramer
were close to qualifying for
nationals, missing by only
.39 and 1.93. seconds respectively.
In women's competition
the team opened its season
with a sixth-place finish at
the relays, and also qualified two for national competition.
~gan

Stacey Bell led the 3x100
backstroke relay with a
time of 1:05.31, while
Nicole Lindstrom led the
3xl00 breaststroke relay
with 1:12.91.
Upcoming meets · are
home duals against UPS
today and Simon Fraser
Saturday.
"UPS should be a tough
match, because not all the
guys are eligible," Kelley
said. "It will be one of the
toughest matches of the
season for us.
"It will definitely . challenge us·."
Lori Clark, head coach,
said, "It was a good weekend heading into this
week's competition, and I
hope to see even faster
swimming and more
people qualify for nationals.
"Overall, we had a good .
meet for the start of a
great season ahead of us."
The women's team will
return to action on Saturday, also hosting Simon
Fraser.

411 No. Pine
Next to ,Penney~
925-9134

4°/o Less
Discount
for Bankcards

SKI LIQUIDATION

MUST SELL INVENTORY BY 12/31/92
LAYAWAYS WELCOME - OPEN TONIGHT THUR.) TILL 7:30 P.M.

Ski Poles
25o/o OFF

Columbia One
Piece Suits
_
Reg. $250
SALE $160

Sunglasses
25%0FF
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CLASSIFIEDS
STUDY SPANISH any quarter in
Morelia, Mexico. CWU and Centro
Mexicano Internacional offer language
and culture classes. The cost is
approximately $2, 100 per quarter for
tuition, housing, meals, and excursions.
Applications available now. Call Nomi
~~Pearce at 963-3612.
SCUBA LESSONS and Supplies. Sign
up now. Contact John Moser, Jr: 9251272.

"NNOUNCEMENT! Applications for
the prestigious Japanese Ministry
(Monbusho) scholarship are available
now! Study at Shimane University. Call
Nomi Pearce for more information
963-3612.
VOLUNTEERS WANTED! For the
production staff of The Observer. Need
to be creative, have a knowledge of
Page Maker, and a desire to be a night
owl. This is great chance to add to your
portfolio. Call Amy at 963-1073.
Applications for exchange study in
Australia, China, Hungary, ·Japan,
and Mexico due Janµary 1, 1993. For
more information call 963-3612.
International Student Exchange
Program (ISEP) applications are now
in the Office of International Programs.
Plan ahead - they are due January 1,
1993.
ATTENTION STUDENTS: Earn extra
cash stuffing envelopes at home. All
materials provided. Send SASE to
National Distributors P.O. Box 9643
Springfield, MO, 65801. Immediate
response.
MISSING YOUR horse? Board with us
• pasture, corrals, and box stalls
available. Low rates. 925-5598. Call
after 5:00 p.m.
PACK YOUR bags and books and take
off! Ifs time to study abroad! Call Nomi
Pearce at 963-3612.
Study Abroad! England, Italy, France,
Mexico! Apply now for Winter Quarter.
Call Nomi Pearce at 963-3612.
FREELANCERS WANTED! For the
news, scene, or sports sections of The
Observer. For more info call 963-1073
or stop by Bouillon 227.
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE.
What is it? An opportunity to study for
in:.state tuition at out-of-state schools.
Which schools are participating? Call
963-3612 to find out!
DESPERATE FOR ride to Omak,
Okanogan, etc., Thanksgiving
weekend. Willing to pay. Leave
message: 962-4672
Now that the applications for the
International Student Exchange
Program (ISEP) are finally here it i·s
time to get busy! Call 963-3612 for
more information

Russel
Sweats
-Tops &
Pants
NOW
$13.50

.Ski Tune
and Wax
$15

NANNIES!
We have the perfect job for
you! Nationwide placements, $150-$450 Weekly,
1 year stay, airfare paid, no
fee, Friendly, Happy families. Call Polly at 503-3433755, Oregon Nannies, Inc.

GREEKS & CLUBS -

RAISE A COOL

s1,ooo.oo
IN JUST ONE WEEKI

Ski Bibs
Reg.$110
SALE $49.95

PLUS $1000 FOR THE

One Rack
of Parkas
50% OFF

MEMBER WHO CALLS!

And a FREE HEADPHONE
RA.DIO just for calling 1-800932-0528, .E xt 65.

207 West Eighth
Ellensburg

Open Every Day

HAPPY'S MARKET
7 A.M. - 11 P.M.
HAM M'S
RHEINLANDER
BEER
. BEER

COORS

BEER

7

99

999

24 CANS

24 CANS

12-12 oz. .
GLASS OR CANS

DARIGOLD 2 lb.

CHEDDAR CHEESE
NATALINA'S

22 oz.

2

PIZZA

399

PEPPERONI OR
COMBINATION

SNYDERS

1OOO'S TO CHOOSE FROM
ALL TITLES ... ALWAYS . . .

199

Ac~~PT

199

CHECKOUTOURCIGARETTESECTION

MORE DEALS
FOR EXAMPLE
5 pk. MARLBORO'S 799
STAMPS. BEST PRICES
___.__-------.-------'------4
FOOD

MILWAUKEE LUCKY
BEST.
BEER

99

GALLON 2%

100 MILK

LARGE
HOMESYLE

MOVIE RENTALS

12 CANS

3

BREAD

399
399

MILLER
BEER

]99

MILWAUKEE
BEST

]99

12 CANS OR BOTILES

]98

12CANS

24CANS

SAME NAME ... SAME
AWARD WINNING PIZZA
Espresso served from 7:00 A.M. till closing
Inside Seating
Thursday
IN THE PLAZA
716 E. 8TH
ELLENSBURG

12
All You Can
Eat
5-8 p.m.
$4.99 per
person

I•

I•

Friday
13
T.G.l.F.
Happy Hour
All Day
Long I

Saturday
114

Sunday
15

College
Football
$3 pitchers
$1 pounders
75¢ schooners

NFL Football
$3 pitchers
$1 pounders
75¢ schooners
Chicken Wings
$2.50

Monday
16
Mori. Nite
Football
Happy Hour
Prices
Nachos $2.25

Tuesday

Wednesday

17

'1BHump Dayl
Cut out this
All U Can Eat
day,
bring it to
$4.99 per
Frazzini's
and
person
receive $5 off
5-8 p.m.
a large pizza

1---------------------------r-------------~------------..,

:
I

1
I

I
I

$3.00 OFF

$2.00 OFF

ANY LARGE (16" PIZZA)
ANY MEDIUM (13") PIZZA
DINEIN*CARRYouT
FAST* SAFE DELIVERY

:

<?O~BINATIO~ PIZZA

:

I Pepperoni, Canadian Bacon, Sausage, Ohves, and Green peppers I

1 Large (16") $14.75 Medium (13") $11.75 1
1
* DINE IN ONLY* ·
I
1
I
I

I

L~T..Y~!2 :!!:'I.H~!:!_Y2!tl!R_05!'!.: !X!l~E12!=.£~~.!! ~ _ t _N~~V!~!:'!!:'!.~~O!,H~'!.o.!~~·.:x!~~ ~~:_M!~ !?J
Frazzini's Now Has Espr~sso
Watch For Weekly S_p ecials
Now thru Thankgiving every delivery order will be
entered _into a weekly -drawing for a free turk~y!

